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Launches New Splice Products: 
 
Tom O’Brien, Operations Manager of QTEK Manufacturing

Ltd., the leading supplier of consumables for electronics

manufacturing and associated industries today announced

the launch of two new revolutionary QTEK Products: The

QTEK Splice Clip and Tape, and the QTEK Splice

Station, which will both be formally launched at the

Productronica Exhibition in Munich next week. 

 

QTEK SPLICE CLIP AND TAPE  

The QTEK Splice Clip and Tape is an innovative easy to use,

labour-saving development, which ensures an accurate and 

reliable connection when attaching new and used reels in 

the electronic manufacturing industry.   

 

The single operation combines both the clip and splice tape

on the one piece, eliminating the awkward handling

problems commonly associated with the splicing process.

QTEK Splice Clip and Tape is guaranteed to increase a

company’s productivity, with excellent joints each and

every time.   

 

QTEK SPLICE STATION 

The QTEK Splice Station is an all-in-one original solution to

all your splicing needs. The QTEK Splice Station includes all

the necessities to attach a new and old reel in the electronic

manufacturing industry, in a solid portable trolley. The

QTEK Splice Station, is easily assembled, its unique
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features include a QTEK Splice Tool with placement pins for

increased accuracy, a handheld QTEK Splice Scissors, and

an axle to hold the new reel, all encompassed in a

compact, mobile design, which is entirely ESD safe. 

 

QTEK was formed in 1997, and is a manufacturer of

consumables for the electronics manufacturing and

associated industries. With headquarters in Galway,

Ireland, and another manufacturing plant in Mexico, QTEK

has established an extensive network of distributors

throughout Europe, The Far East, Australia and North

America and provides a focussed range of quality products

designed to improve manufacturing efficiencies and

guarantee product quality.  QTEK’s unique strength lies in

its production of quality goods, which have proven

themselves through use in leading edge companies with

exacting standards.   

 

Both the QTEK Splice Clip and Tape and the QTEK

Splice Station, will be demonstrated at the

Productronica Exhibition, in Hall A5, Stand 110.  For

further information and live demonstrations of both

products, please come along to the stand, visit

www.qtek.com or e-mail info@qtek.ie. 
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